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A Message from  
NEFA’s President

The summer musings of an equipment leasing 
entrepreneur…

Summer is in full swing, but you wouldn’t 
know it based on the high level of sales volume 
we all seem to be experiencing. Aside from our 
slow February, this year is going very well. The 
economy continues to show strength; the stock 
market is still resilient, even though it has been 
called an “aging bull;” and interest rates are 
steady, near historic low rates. What’s to com-
plain about?

OK, let’s not get sleepy at the wheel dream-
ing of large spreads and nice residuals. There 
are things to stay alert for and to work on long 
term. First, many of us are aware of and invest 
in the need to keep up with the fintech revolu-
tion. This is a catch-up-on or lose-out situation. 
Many of us are investing heavily in systems and 
upgrades. This is smart business. If we are not 
able to keep up with the highly advanced tech-
savvy competitors circling and penetrating our 
markets, we will eventually lose market share 
to them. 

Second, what are we doing to care for our 
extremely important human capital. This is the 
area to which we all need to pay strict atten-
tion. Our people are precious assets to our 
businesses. Our success depends in a very large 
part upon the backs, brains and commitments 
of our employees. Make sure they understand 
their jobs, their worth and their importance 
to the success of the business. Don’t be afraid 
to pay them their full value and perhaps more. 
Replacing a valued employee is expensive and 
time consuming; keeping them happy and 
onboard is imperative. If you disagree with me 
thinking, “I’m not sure I would hire this person 
today”— then you know what to do. And do it 
today, don’t delay. 

Third, remember that we live in an industry 
that is mostly unregulated. We are not fettered 
by the long arm of the government reaching 
into our business. That said, working closely 
with the Certified Lease & Finance Professional 
(CLFP) Foundation is an awesome way to keep 
your team in line with the industry’s best prac-

tices and strengthen 
our credentials as 
a well-run self-reg-
ulated industry. 
There is plenty of 
room to invent new 
products and new 
ways to sell exist-
ing products and 
services. Be creative 
when approaching 
customer or vendor 
needs. Listen to and collaborate with them, try 
to find a new way to resolve challenges. They 
will appreciate it.

Fourth, invest in your association. I know, I 
know, here comes the pitch to help NEFA. 
But let’s be honest, we are a great organiza-
tion because we have the best members in the 
business. We are successful because you care 
and you help build each other up. We need 
this and we thrive on it. More of this will even 
improve what we already are doing well. Send 
more of your people to meetings and events. 
Make thoughtful and significant investments 
in your key people. The pay back is enormous. 
If you feel like we are coming up short in any 
way I want to hear from you. This is import-
ant. This is how we will continue to grow and 
morph into the organization that will continue 
to serve the needs of its members. 

Fifth, and last, find fun and joy in the work! 
This is key to all our successes and happiness. If 
the job isn’t fun it won’t get done well and you 
will experience sagging human capital value 
and numbers. There are many members who 
know how to engage their people and keep 
them satisfied. Tap into those resources and 
apply the knowledge learned. The results may 
surprise you in a very positive way.

Enjoy the summer, every day, developing rela-
tionships and working with your friends.

Marc Keepman, CLFP
NEFA President
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A Message from NEFA’s 
Executive Director

As I write this issue’s letter, I realized 
that today, June 21st, is the first day 
of summer. I hope you all have some 
fun and exciting plans for this sum-
mer season! Depending on where 
you live in the country, the summer 
is spent in different ways. For those of 
us located on the East Coast, this typ-
ically means the start of beach season, 
and as we say here in the Northeast, 
“It’s time to head down the shore!”

I remember when the summer meant a slowdown in business 
activity for a host of reasons – typically due to vacation time. 
But things have changed, and today it seems there’s no slow-
down in business activity anticipated among our membership. 
I had the opportunity to speak with several of our members 
recently at the NEFA Crab Feast held on June 13th in Bal-
timore, MD. The tone was incredibly upbeat and remained 
as positive as I experienced at the Spring conference in New-
port Beach, CA in March. Every single person I speak with 
daily tells me business is booming, and they don’t anticipate 
a decline in business activity any time soon. Now that’s what 
I call good news and should be music to everyone’s ears! Busy 
is good!

Here in the NEFA offices, the team is very busy preparing for 
the NEFA Funding Symposium being held at the JW Marriott 
Atlanta Buckhead in Atlanta, GA on October 2-4th.  Both 
existing and new members are already registering to attend the 
conference as are exhibitors. The record-breaking attendance 
from the Spring conference along with the positive energy in 
our industry, gives me great confidence that our October con-
ference will be another spectacular event with a very strong 
turnout. 

Conference Co-chairs Shari Lipski, of ECS Financial Services 
and Dale Kluga, of Providence Equipment Finance, are assem-
bling a top-notch lineup of educational sessions – a hallmark 
of NEFA conferences. I encourage all attendees to take advan-

tage of these educational sessions. I also urge you all to bring 
along some of the younger professionals in your companies to 
the NEFA Funding Symposium. I am certain they will come 
away from the conference better educated and create many 
new and lasting relationships.

While the Funding Symposium is where a tremendous 
amount of business and networking will be conducted, I wish 
to remind you that this conference also serves as NEFA’s offi-
cial “annual meeting” – meaning, this is where we will elect the 
Officers and Directors for the next twelve months, and we will 
report on the state of the association and discuss some of the 
new initiatives that are currently underway in the association. 

I encourage you all to attend the Funding Symposium; bring 
a colleague and enjoy all NEFA has to offer in Atlanta. In the 
meantime, please remember to visit the NEFA events calendar. 
We have lots of great regional events happening throughout 
the country and I encourage you all to attend!

Lastly, I hope you enjoy this issue of Newsline – the Sales, 
Marketing and Operations issue, featuring articles and depart-
ments focused on a variety of industry topics including how to 
effectively utilize social media to mobilize your company; what 
vendors really want from a financing partner; tips on how to 
build a successful partnership with an outsourced portfolio 
management company; the state of fintech in the equipment 
finance industry; long- and short-term business planning tips; 
legal insights into what happens to equipment after a lease 
default; and much more from our energetic subject matter 
experts in the NEFA community.

Until next time, enjoy your summer and I hope to see you all 
in Atlanta!  

Michael Toglia
NEFA Executive Director & CEO
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PERSONNEL ANNOUNCEMENTS

Pawnee Leasing Adds Business  
Development Representative

Pawnee Leasing Corporation announced 
Branden Mennitt joined the company as a Busi-

ness Development Representative. Mennitt will be responsible 
for enhancing the company’s development and expansion of 
originations with its existing and new broker partners primar-
ily in the company’s eastern territory. He previously worked for 
OTR Capital, in business development, and account manage-
ment where he assisted customers with financing necessary to 
support their business. 

Hitachi Capital America Names Hatfield to New Post, Hires 
Pagliaro as CFO
Hitachi Capital America (HCA) named Executive Vice Presi-
dent Terry Hatfield as Operational Excellence Leader and hired 
Valerie Pagliaro as Senior Vice President and Chief Financial 
Officer.

In her newly created position, Hatfield, who previously served 
as CFO, is charged with spearheading a companywide initiative 
to drive customer experience, process and operating infrastruc-
ture improvements across the company. By focusing on key 
value drivers and data-driven decision making, Hatfield will 
build the capabilities and culture needed to continue HCA’s 
marketplace success and business growth trajectory.

Replacing Hatfield as CFO is Pagliaro, who comes to HCA 
from The Alta Group. In her new role, she is responsible for 
providing strategic and operational leadership for all HCA 
accounting and finance functions. Pagliaro, a finance industry 
veteran, held many senior positions at GE Capital including 
operating business CFO roles for the core equipment financ-
ing, vendor finance and trade finance businesses.

TimePayment Appoints New President, CEO
TimePayment announced Jay Haverty has been appointed 
President and Chief Executive Officer. Haverty joined the firm 
in March 2018 as Chief Operating Officer in conjunction with 
the company’s leadership succession plan announced internally 
at the time. 

Haverty has played a key role in TimePayment’s record growth 
during his tenure and has led numerous operating initiatives, 
including a comprehensive set of technology and service 
enhancements.  He will now assume general management 
responsibility for all aspects of the company’s growth plan 
focused on expanding its leadership position across multiple 
specialty vendor financing markets.  Haverty has also joined 
the company’s Board of Directors.

debbie@bfec.com

http://www.finpac.com
http://www.bfec.com
mailto:debbie@bfec.com
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Key EF Expands Leadership Roles for Arnone, Lempko  
and Phillips
Key Equipment Finance announced Shawn Arnone, Dave 
Lempko and Don Phillips have all assumed expanded leader-
ship roles within the company.

Arnone has assumed the role of Senior Vice President of 
Commercial Vendor programs, increasing his scope of respon-
sibility from major technology accounts to overseeing all of 
Key Equipment Finance’s vendor offerings across technology, 
industrial and healthcare. He will report to Amy Gross, Exec-
utive Vice President of Key Equipment Finance, Government 
and Vendor.

Lempko, now reporting to Arnone, will oversee both emerging 
technology and major technology divisions. This will enable 
the company to better meet the needs of emerging technology 
clients as they grow.

Phillips has been promoted to Senior Vice President of Key 
Municipal Finance. In this role he will oversee both direct and 
vendor offerings for the municipal sector. He also reports to 
Gross. This new alignment will bring the company’s municipal 
businesses together under one umbrella and enhance its support 
for both state and local government entities and vendor partners. 

Fales Joins VAR Technology Finance as VP of Business 
Development
VAR Technology Finance, a division of LEAF Commercial 
Capital, Inc., a subsidiary of People's United Bank, N.A., 
announced Jonathan Fales joined its team as Vice President of 
Business Development.

A finance industry veteran, who previously served as Direc-
tor at The Alta Group and Vice President at Key Equipment 
Finance, Fales will play a critical role in driving VAR’s contin-
ued rapid growth in the technology financing sector.

As VAR’s Vice President of Business Development, Fales will 
apply his deep understanding of the industry to strategic 
planning and leading the company into the next phase of its 
growth.

Key EF Promotes Gross, Bullen to New Leadership Roles
Key Equipment Finance announced Amy Gross and Peter Bul-
len have expanded leadership roles and have been promoted to 
Executive Vice President.

Gross will lead Key Government Finance and Commercial 
Vendor, which now aligns the company’s government and 
commercial vendor capabilities. Bullen will lead Bank Channel 
and Clean Energy, which now encompasses Key Equipment 
Finance’s direct business and specialized clean energy expertise.

KLC Financial Promotes Smith to Chief Credit Officer
KLC Financial, Inc. announced Shannon Smith, CLFP, has 
been promoted to Chief Credit Officer.

Smith started with KLC Financial in 2008 as Credit Manager. 
He has worked his way up, most recently as Vice President of 
Credit and Operations in which he oversees the credit, fund-
ing and operations side of the business. This will continue to 
be his primary role and he will have expanded responsibili-
ties in further establishing the company’s credit underwriting 
and philosophy, corporate management, business strategy and 
direction.

Sertant Capital Adds Two Business Development VPs
Grant Centers and Hank Machado joined Sertant Capital, 
each as Vice President, Business Development focusing on 
mid- and large-ticket structured financing as well as “applica-
tion only” vendor financing. 

Both Centers and Machado will be based in Washington state 
and report to Executive Vice President, Sales and Business 
Development, Michael Bivins.

Centers joins Sertant with 20 years of experience as a corporate 
publicist, 18 years of which were as the founder and President 
of his own public relations company. In 2017, Centers shifted 
to the finance industry with Balboa Capital, where he was one 
of only two executives in company history who achieved Pres-
ident’s Club status in their first year.   

Machado joins Sertant from Balboa Capital, contributing 
more than five years of industry experience to the team. At Bal-
boa Capital, Machado started in the “application only” vendor 
financing space where he personally funded nearly $2 million 
in gross margin and $10 million in small-ticket originations 
before moving into the large-ticket group. As part of the large-
ticket group, Machado oversaw the opening of Balboa’s office 
in Spokane, WA, where it earned the award for fastest office to 
reach $1 million in gross margin in company history. 

LEAF Promotes Four to Senior Vice President
LEAF Commercial Capital, Inc., a subsidiary of People’s 
United Bank, N.A., announced the promotion of Bill Gal-
lagher, Sandy Graydus, Mike McKie and Paul Tyczkowski to 
LEAF’s executive leadership team as Senior Vice Presidents.

Gallagher, LEAF’s Corporate Controller since 2011, has suc-
cessfully managed company financials, including playing an 
instrumental role in doubling LEAF’s size over the past few 
years alone. Leading LEAF’s accounting and tax teams as an 
SVP, Gallagher continues to leverage his deep technical and 
market insight to successfully navigate an increasingly com-
plex accounting and tax environment, especially when cou-
pled with M&A activity.

Graydus has been instrumental in developing and directing 
LEAF’s operational support strategy. As SVP of Corporate 
Operations, she brings a high level of market understanding 
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and business acumen to the executive leadership team, sup-
porting business growth across channels. A tremendous con-
tributor to the company’s growth, she also plays a key role in 
the successful integration of acquisitions.

McKie has kept LEAF at the forefront of financing technology 
since the company’s beginning in 2011. As SVP of IT Pro-
gram Management and Director of LEAF’s Project Manage-
ment Office, he leads the continued advancement of LEAF’s 
easy-to-use and secure finance platform, ensuring a seamless 
interface with various clients, as well as system integration for 
acquisitions. He joins the executive leadership team with a 
comprehensive understanding of the tech landscape, emerging 
technologies and the equipment financing industry.

Tyczkowski develops and oversees the implementation of 
financial and strategic initiatives critical to enhancing LEAF’s 
in-market value proposition, including leading the incubation 
of new client opportunities for its sales teams, as well as provid-
ing business support for its future Core Systems 2.0. As SVP 
of Finance, he leverages his extensive financial planning and 
business intelligence expertise to guide LEAF’s strategic direc-
tion and rapid growth.

Joining executive team members John Beard, Michelle Sper-
anza, Brian Kestenbaum and Earle Compton, the newly 
expanded leadership team will focus on continuing to refine 
LEAF’s growth strategy as customer needs and the broader 
market climate evolves.

INDUSTRY NEWS

Wintrust Specialty Finance Employs 100% CLFPs
David Normandin, CLFP, President and CEO of Wintrust 
Specialty Finance (WSF), announced 100 percent of the WSF 
team are Certified Lease & Finance Professionals.

Last month Chelsea Wood, CLFP, WSF Funding Manager, 
and Jodie Masciola, CLFP, WSF Credit Officer, successfully 
passed their CLFP exams during an Academy for Leasing & 
Finance Professionals and CLFP Exam hosted in Southern 
California by WSF. In doing so, the entire WSF team now has 
the CLFP designation.

“Wintrust is committed to having the best and brightest team 
members in the industry,” Normandin said. “I have been an 
advocate of the CLFP Foundation for many years, as it sets 
the standard of excellence in our industry. Successful passing 
of the CLFP exam has been a goal of the teams that I have led 
for many years, and I am very proud of the incredible team 
at WSF and their commitment to excellence, including being 
a part of an exclusive community of CLFPs. Jodie and Chel-
sea invested a great deal of time and focus to accomplish this 
impressive goal. Congratulations!”

Ascentium Capital Reports Record Monthly Funding Volume
Ascentium Capital LLC announced a record in monthly fund-
ing volume since the company started in 2011. Ascentium 
Capital obtained $131.6 million in originations during the 
month of May, representing 23 percent growth over the same 
period last year.

The company has provided financing to nearly 90,000 busi-
nesses in the United States. Ascentium’s footprint continues to 
expand and this drives recruitment efforts for financing sales 
professionals in key vertical markets. Personnel are expected 
to increase by nearly 20 percent at the corporate office located 
in Kingwood, TX, as well as additions to the national sales 
locations.  

Boston Financial & Equity Closes $250K Lease Line with 
Startup
Boston Financial & Equity closed a $250,000 equipment lease 
line with a company in the healthcare sector. Digital Wayfin-
ding to be specific…in hospitals. Have you ever lost your way 
in those hospital hallways and buildings? This company is an 
early stage company (whose CFO was with another portfolio 
company of BFEC…good news travels fast) but they already 
have 30 clients under contract and growing.

The needed equipment is customer premise but central to their 
operation. They recently took down their first schedule for a 
hospital in Kansas.

36th Street Capital Expands Facility to $125MM with  
People’s United Bank
36th Street Capital Partners, LLC announced it has expanded 
its three-year, senior secured revolving credit facility to $125 
million, an increase of $25 million. Bridgeport, CT-based Peo-
ple’s United Bank joined the existing syndicate for the amount 
of the increase, which will be used to fund portfolio growth.

Founded in 2014, 36th Street Capital is an independent 
finance company specialized in structuring customized equip-
ment financing solutions for middle-market companies seek-
ing alternative funding sources.

LEAF Chosen by SANY Capital USA as Financing Partner
LEAF Commercial Capital, Inc. (LEAF), a subsidiary of Peo-
ple’s United Bank, N.A., announced SANY Capital USA, Inc. 
has chosen LEAF as its financing partner. SANY Capital USA 
is the finance unit of SANY America, Inc., a Peachtree City, 
GA.-based leader in manufacturing, selling and supporting 
construction and material handling equipment. With this 
partnership, SANY will simplify the equipment acquisition 
process and support increased sales.

“SANY’s selection of LEAF was in large part due to the way 
our award-winning technology platform and professional mar-
keting capabilities complement our leading equipment finance 
offering,” said Joe Banister, LEAF Vice President of Business 
Development and Program Management. “As SANY’s financ-
ing partner, we look forward to working closely with its dealer 
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network to streamline sales and support the outstanding repu-
tation SANY has built in the marketplace.”

AP Equipment Financing Posts Record Q1 Originations 
Volume
AP Equipment Financing announced it has set another financ-
ing volume record for the first quarter of 2019. AP closed 
2019 Q1 funding $32.7 million of equipment to small and 
medium-sized businesses across the United States. This funded 
volume represents a 27.7 percent increase over Q1 of 2018.

AP Equipment Financing closed 2018 financing a total of 
$127 million, showing a 44 percent overall increase in funded 
volume over 2017. AP continued to experience exponential 
growth in funded volume during 2019 
Q1 and has projections to continue this 
rate of growth through strategic sales and 
marketing initiatives as well as increased 
operational efficiencies.

GreatAmerica Financial Releases 
Managed Services Offer with Cisco
GreatAmerica Financial Services 
announced the release of Life-Cycle 
Financing. Working alongside Cisco, 
this new financing product is designed to 
help Managed Service Providers (MSP) 
add service-related options to their hard-
ware sales. Life-Cycle Financing bundles 
a complete, customer-centric solution 
that would have previously spread the 
transaction over multiple agreements and 
invoices.

GreatAmerica is providing Life-Cycle 
Financing to eligible Managed Service 
Providers in the U.S. who are registered 
to sell Cisco products.

Life-Cycle Financing enhances the proposal 
process by helping MSPs quote their offer 
using MSP quoting tools, such as Con-
nectWise Sell and QuoteWerks. Life-Cy-
cle Financing also allows Cisco resellers to 
customize their program with options to 
enhance their branding, cash flow, asset 
tracking and managed services billing.

Amur EF Advances to Fifth Among 
Top Private Independents
Amur Equipment Finance (Amur EF) 
announced it has been ranked fifth in 
Monitor’s 2018 rankings of the “Top Pri-
vate Independent” equipment finance 
and leasing companies in the U.S., which 
represents a gain of nine spots since 2016.

Amur EF achieved year-over-year originations growth of 66.7 
percent in 2018, far exceeding the 17.2 percent average growth 
rate for the Top 25 Independents peer group. And Amur EF 
continues to experience solid originations growth in 2019, 
having recently concluded its second-best month in company 
history in April. 

To support its objectives, Amur EF is actively recruiting tal-
ented equipment leasing professionals to fill a variety of posi-
tions across the country, including at its headquarters in Grand 
Island, NE, where Amur EF is renovating a new headquarters 
facility to accommodate future growth.

http://www.leasecollect.org
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Record Growth Drives Staff Additions at Arvest EF
Arvest Bank announced the hiring of Eric Johnston and Jay 
Bankston. Both will serve as Vendor Business Development 
Representatives for Arvest Equipment Finance (AEF), a divi-
sion of the bank.

AEF Division President Eric Bunnell said the additions are a 
result of continued growth and expansion within its vendor 
program. They also come on the heels of AEF closing more 
than $161 million in new production in 2018 – a record total 
and 52 percent increase over 2017.

Johnston most recently worked for Caterpillar Inc., and previ-
ously worked as a Territory Manager for IronPlanet. Johnston 
earned a bachelor’s degree in forestry at the University of Wis-
consin-Stevens Point and a master’s in international business 
and supply chain management at Western Illinois University.

Bankston most recently worked as a Regional Sales Manager 
for BigIron Auctions. He also has worked for IronPlanet and 
Victor L. Phillips Co. Bankston earned a bachelor’s degree in 
agri-business at the University of Louisiana-Monroe.

AEF also announce the following staff additions related to 
the expansion of its vendor operations: Carrie Guire and Sta-
cey Nichols, Sales Support Specialists, and Mike Davis, Asset 
Manager.

North Star Leasing Goes Live on IDScloud
IDS, a provider of asset finance and origination software, 
announced North Star Leasing Company (NSL) is live on 
the 100 percent Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) IDScloud plat-
form. An IDS customer since 1987, NSL becomes the first to 
migrate its on-premise InfoLease portfolio to IDScloud. 

IDScloud delivers complete infrastructure and applica-
tion management of the platform allowing NSL to focus on 
expanding its specialized leasing business.

“North Star Leasing is committed to providing customers with 
the best possible equipment finance solution to meet their 
growth needs,” said Dan Feeney, CEO of NSL. “Our strategic 
decision to move our portfolio to IDScloud was based on a 
combination of the product’s depth of functionality and the 
consumption-based pricing model based only on our use of 
the system. The transition was extremely smooth and met all 
of our needs. With IDScloud, we have a clear path to expand 
capabilities and add new features and integrations as we grow 
our business.”

NSL has been serving the leasing needs of growing businesses 
since 1979. Located in Burlington, VT, NSL provides equip-
ment financing to the micro-ticket leasing industry and has 
been using IDS software since inception. NSL provides spe-
cialized lease solutions across numerous asset classes including 
automotive, construction, manufacturing, medical and trans-
portation.

“North Star Leasing Company is a great business partner and 
we are excited about being able to support them with their 
future growth plans,” said David Hamilton, CEO IDS. “With 
their new IDScloud deployment, NSL will enjoy the full capa-
bility of our InfoLease solution as a scalable, secure, highly 
resilient and cost-effective service. Through IDScloud, NSL 
have access to an ever-growing eco-system of integrated ser-
vices designed to support their business across the value-chain.  
The team at NSL will be able to focus on their business while 
their mission-critical applications are expertly serviced by 
IDS.”

North Mill EF Posts Record Originations for April
North Mill Equipment Finance LLC announced record origi-
nations for April. It was the best month in the company’s his-
tory and the surge in volume is expected to continue as the 
year forges ahead.

The firm continues to stay ahead of the curve with respect 
to obtaining facilities necessary to fund this level of robust 
growth; March also was an exceptional month in overall vol-
ume as the company witnessed its average deal size and credit 
rating increase appreciably since last year.

http://www.leasingsolutionsllc.com
http://www.leasingsolutionsllc.com
http://www.leasingsolutionsllc.com
mailto:steve@leasingsolutionsllc.com
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Servicing your portfolio should be the last thing on your mind. Avoid the 
distraction of building your own back office and choose Orion First, the 
best-in-class lease and loan servicing platform chosen by leading small 
business lenders. 

Orion has the technology and team to deliver services faster, more 
efficiently and better than purchasing lease and loan management 
software and building your own back office operation. Our solutions are 
designed to grow in step with your portfolio and get you set up in weeks 
rather than months. 

Let Orion handle the day-to-day. We’ll create positive customer 
experiences and portfolios that perform, while you focus on  
growing originations.

DISTRACTION
IS COSTLY.

SERVING THOSE WHO
FUND SMALL BUSINESS.

BANK-OWNED FINANCE COMPANIES  /   START-UPS  
CAPTIVES   /   INDEPENDENT FINANCE COMPANIES

PORTFOLIO SERVICING  

• Contract set-up

• Payment processing

• Cash management

• Customer service

• Delinquency and default 
management

• Tax processing

• Insurance Tracking

• Residual Management

• Documentation storage 
and maintenance

• Management and 
accounting reports

ORIONFIRST.COM

https://orionfirst.com/
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“As a 100 percent broker-centric lender, we remain staunchly 
committed to the referral agents with whom we work each 
day,” Chairman and CEO David Lee explained. “It’s them we 
have to thank for our healthy vital signs; the hundreds of busi-
ness associates who have stood by us and continue to believe in 
what we do. They represent the lifeblood of our firm.”

North Star Leasing Posts Largest Monthly Funding Growth, 
Up 54%
North Star Leasing Company announced it achieved a 54 per-
cent increase in originations year over year through April 30. 
April also marked the largest funding month on record in the 
company’s nearly 40-year history.

Fiscal year 2018 saw North Star Leasing fund $50 million with 
$7 million through longstanding syndication partners. Peo-
ple’s United Bank continues to support the company’s growth 
through a previously announced $60 million expandable 
senior revolving credit facility.

Founded in 1979, North Star Leasing is a provider of equip-
ment financing solutions for businesses in a variety of indus-
tries. North Star Leasing is owned by Copley Equity Partners.

Marlin: Direct Origination Volume Jumps 41.1% in 
Q1 Y/Y
Marlin reported first-quarter 2019 net income of $5.1 mil-
lion compared with net income of $6.2 million a year ago. 
First-quarter net income on an adjusted basis was $5 million 
compared with $6.2 million a year ago.

“We enjoyed a solid start to 2019 as strong execution delivered 
excellent origination volume growth and stable portfolio per-
formance. First quarter total sourced origination volume was 
$208.4 million, up 27.1 percent year-over-year, and a record 
for a first quarter,” said Jeffrey A. Hilzinger, Marlin’s President 
and CEO. “Growth in the quarter was driven by increased cus-
tomer demand for both our Equipment Finance and Working 
Capital Loan products and was strong in both our Direct and 
Indirect origination channels.”  

“We also referred or sold $56.5 million of leases and loans as 
part of our capital markets initiatives. Because of these origina-
tion and capital markets activities, our net investment in leases 
and loans is now consistently in excess of $1 billion and up 10 
percent from a year ago,” he said. “Total managed assets, which 
includes both our balance sheet portfolio and assets we sell but 
continue to service for others, grew to more than $1.2 billion, 
an increase of 19.1 percent from the first quarter last year. In 
addition, our focus on maintaining disciplined underwriting 
standards continues to be a top priority and portfolio perfor-
mance during the quarter was stable and within expectations.”

CERTIFIED LEASE & FINANCE PROFESSIONAL
FOUNDATION

CLFP Foundation Adds 69 New CLFPs
The Certified Lease & Finance Professional (CLFP) Founda-
tion announced 69 individuals who sat through the eight-hour 
online CLFP exam during the months of April and May have 
successfully passed. They are:

•  Omar Ali, CLFP – Senior Credit Analyst, Partners Capital 
Group, Inc.

•  Amanda Bialka, CLFP – Credit Analyst, Stearns Bank, 
N.A.-Equipment Finance Division

•  Kimberly Benson, CLFP – Vendor Finance Coordinator, 
Financial Pacific Leasing, Inc.

•  Melissa Boyd, CLFP – Director of Sales, U.S. Bank Equip-
ment Finance 

•  Rebecca Bylin, CLFP – Credit Officer, Financial Pacific 
Leasing, Inc.

•  Danielle Clawson, CLFP – Credit Officer, First American 
Equipment Finance

•  Jerald Collens, CLFP – Broker Relationship Manager – 
Eastern Region, Global Financial & Leasing Services, LLC

•  Karin Copeland, CLFP – Sourcing Specialist, 3M
•  Anna Cuthbert, CLFP – Assistant Vice President, Project 

Manager, First American Equipment Finance
•  Casey Cuthbert, CLFP – Assistant Vice President, Project 

Manager, First American Equipment Finance
•  Brenda Denelsbeck, CLFP – Vice President and Director of 

Client Support, U.S. Bank Equipment Finance
•  Crystal Doro, CLFP – Vice President, First American Equip-

ment Finance
•  Sichao E, CLFP – Staff Accountant, ECS Financial Services, 

Inc.
•  Sean Eidle, CLFP – Business Development Manager, Oak-

mont Capital Services, LLC
•  Tracey Elfering, CLFP – Business Development Coordina-

tor, Oakmont Capital Services, LLC
•  Corey Elkins, CLFP – Funding Coordinator, Financial 

Pacific Leasing, Inc.
•  Suzann Fakhoury, CLFP – Credit Manager, Crossroads 

Equipment Lease & Finance LLC
•  Clay Fischer, CLFP – Commercial Loan Officer, Sentry 

Bank
•  Janice Forgue, CLFP – Senior Manager – Assurance Ser-

vices, ECS Financial Services, Inc.
•  Jennifer Foulds, CLFP – Documentation Specialist, Oak-

mont Capital Services, LLC
•  Roger Franco, CLFP – Sr. Manager – Product Management, 

Cisco Systems Capital Corporation



BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS.
SUPPORTING YOUR GROWTH.

In the equipment finance industry, every goal starts with 
a plan. As your business grows, Wintrust Specialty Finance 
is here to support your initiatives through innovative 
financing programs designed with your specific needs in 
mind. Our team of experts is here to develop solutions that 
complement your expertise and provide support where 
you need it most. 

SERVICES
• Portfolio purchases or individual transactions

• Private label servicing or originator retained servicing

• Warehouse and guidance lines of credit

• Ultimate net loss programs and recourse

wintrust.com

Wintrust Specialty Finance is a division of Beverly Bank & Trust Company, N.A., a Wintrust Community Bank. Banking products provided by Wintrust Financial Corp. banks.

LET WINTRUST SPECIALTY FINANCE HELP YOUR BUSINESS REACH ITS GOALS.
For more information, please contact:

DAVID NORMANDIN, CLFP
President & CEO
dnormandin@wintrust.com
949-268-9099

NICK GIBBENS, CLFP
Vice President, Business Development
ngibbens@wintrust.com
949-268-9098

MARK MCKISSICK, CLFP
Vice President, Relationship Support
mmckissick@wintrust.com
949-268-9092

https://www.wintrust.com/
https://www.wintrust.com/
mailto:dnormandin@wintrust.com
mailto:ngibbens@wintrust.com
mailto:mmckissick@wintrust.com
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REGISTRATION 
NOW OPEN! 

NEFA Funding Symposium
October 2-4, 2019

JW Marriott Atlanta Buckhead
Atlanta, GA

Register Today: nefassociation.org/events

2019 NEFA FUNDING SYMPOSIUM

• Great Networking!

• Educational Sessions!

• Vibrant Exhibit Hall!

• Evening Social Events!

• Fun for all in Beautiful Buckhead!

SAVE $195!
SUPER SAVER 

RATES 
AVAILABLE 

UNTIL JULY 31st

•  Siyani Fullerton, CLFP – Assistant Vice President, First 
American Equipment Finance

•  Jon Gibbs, CLFP – Assistant Vice President, First American 
Equipment Finance

•  Ryan Gilbert, CLFP – Credit Analyst, First Foundation 
Bank

•  Whitney Gross, CLFP – Assistant Vice President – Project 
Manager, First American Equipment Finance

•  Robert Harris, CLFP – Vice President, Direct Originations, 
Wintrust Commercial Finance

•  Kashif (Kash) Hassan, CLFP – Vice President, Equipment 
Finance, First American Equipment Finance

•  Eric Heft, CLFP – Assistant Vice President, U.S. Bank 
Equipment Finance

•  Julie Hoffman, CLFP – Vice President, Equipment Finance, 
TriState Capital Bank

•  Crystal Hofmeyer, CLFP – Portfolio Analytics Risk Man-
ager, U.S. Bank Equipment Finance

•  Jason Hunter, CLFP Associate – Staff Accountant, ECS 
Financial Services, Inc.

•  Justin Irons, CLFP Associate – Staff Accountant, ECS 
Financial Services, Inc.

•  Ben Jacobs, CLFP – Assistant Vice President, Project Man-
ager, First American Equipment Finance

•  William Kane, CLFP Associate – Assistant Vice President, 
First American Equipment Finance

•  Nathan Kary, CLFP – Credit Manager, Geneva Capital, 
LLC

•  Melissa Kaul, CLFP – Vice President, U.S. Bank Equipment 
Finance

•  Debra Kemp, CLFP – Vice President: Operations & Docu-
mentation, U.S. Bank Equipment Finance

•  Roderick Knoll, CLFP Associate – Partner, Marathon Com-
mercial Capital, LLC

•  Nicholas Konz, CLFP – Inside Sales Account Representa-
tive, Northland Capital Financial Services, LLC

•  Sanzhar Kunayev, CLFP – Business Analyst, ConnectedFi
•  Rick Lang, CLFP – Senior Vice President, Sales Director, 

First Midwest Equipment Finance Co.
•  Elise Linn, CLFP – Business Development Officer, Oak-

mont Capital Services, LLC

https://www.nefassociation.org/events
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Please send your company's news items to 
mdickinson@advisorpubs.com

•  Steven Lippa, CLFP – Assistant Vice President, Project 
Manager, First American Equipment Finance

•  Beth Maaske, CLFP – District Finance Manager, Volvo 
Financial Services

•  Adam Mancuso, CLFP Associate – Assistant Vice President 
– Finance Specialist, First American Equipment Finance

•  Jodie Masciola, CLFP – Credit Officer, Wintrust Specialty 
Finance

•  Michael McDonald, CLFP – Senior Asset Management Spe-
cialist, Stryker

•  Michael McElroy, CLFP – Business Development Officer, 
Oakmont Capital Services, LLC

•  Sean Meder, CLFP – Vice President of Business Develop-
ment, BciCapital, Inc.

•  Jena Morgan, CLFP – Director of Systems, Solutions & 
Marketing, KLC Financial, Inc.

•  Matthew Nicholson, CLFP – Leasing Credit Manager, U.S. 
Bank Equipment Finance

•  Justin Norris, CLFP – Leasing Officer, First Utah Bank
•  Kevin O’Connor, CLFP – Sales Supervisor, Beacon Funding 

Corporation
•  Jerome Orze, CLFP Associate – Staff Accountant, ECS 

Financial Services, Inc.
•  Kenneth Ouellette, Jr., CLFP – Senior Vice President and 

Credit Risk Officer, U.S. Bank Equip-
ment Finance

•  Melanie Pedersen, CLFP – VP - Direc-
tor of Customer Service and Default 
Management, U.S. Bank Equipment 
Finance

•  Randall Petersen, CLFP – Business 
Development, KLC Financial, Inc.

•  Karen Pomazal, CLFP – Senior Vice 
President, Marketing, First American 
Equipment Finance

•  Thomas Radcliff, CLFP – Sr. Purchas-
ing Agent, Physicians Mutual Insur-
ance Company

•  Larry Scherzer, CLFP – Global Leader 
Strategy and Product Development, 
Cisco Systems Capital Corporation

•  Molly Simon, CLFP – Vice President 
and Senior Corporate Counsel, U.S. 
Bank Equipment Finance

•  Ricardo Sondakh-Dorantes, CLFP – 
Relationship Manager, UniFi Equip-
ment Finance, Inc.

•  Amanda Town, CLFP – Credit Ana-
lyst, Oakmont Capital Services, LLC

•  Skii VonDracek, CLFP – Operations Manager, U.S. Bank 
Equipment Finance

•  Nate Wallenhorst, CLFP – Assistant Vice President – Pro-
gram Manager, First American Equipment Finance

•  Garett Wilhite, CLFP Associate – Staff Accountant, ECS 
Financial Services, Inc.

•  Chelsea Wood Thurn, CLFP – VP, Funding Manager, Win-
trust Specialty Finance

•  Luanne Woods, CLFP – Vendor Service Manager, UniFi 
Equipment Finance, Inc.

•  Kara Ziegler, CLFP Associate – Staff Accountant, ECS 
Financial Services, Inc.

The CLFP designation identifies an individual as a knowledge-
able professional to employers, clients, customers and peers in 
the equipment finance industry. There are currently 754 active 
Certified Lease & Finance Professionals and Associates.

https://www.ecsfinancial.com/
mailto:ngeary@ecsfinancial.com
mailto:slipski@ecsfinancial.com
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2019 Crab Feast
 

June 13, 2019
Baltimore, MD
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It’s time for the equipment finance sec-
tor to join the conversation. That is, 
the conversation happening on social 
media. What began as a fun and conve-
nient way to simply stay in touch with 
friends has now evolved into a world-
wide community, discussing a myriad 
of topics, including commerce. Social 
media is becoming, if it is not already, 
one of the most important aspects of 
digital marketing for businesses, and a 
deeply embedded part of our culture.

Billions of people spend hours perusing 
posts, stories and videos on social chan-
nels like YouTube, Facebook, LinkedIn, 

Twitter and Instagram. People have been using these channels 
to absorb a vast array of content for over a decade; however, it 
took businesses a while to catch on to the phenomenon. B2C 
businesses were first adopters as they saw these platforms as a 
quick and efficient way to connect with larger audiences. The 
B2B segment, however, maintained more traditional methods 
such as phone calls, conferences and networking events. While 
these traditional methods still have value, the effectivity and 
efficiency of social media platforms are substantially showing 
their worth in this new era – an era in which all stakeholders 
are now receiving information through their preferred plat-
forms.

Social platforms are now essential business tools to help you 
increase brand awareness, differentiate your business, boost 
sales leads, recruit talent, not to mention activate employees, 
partners, advocates and customers. According to the Hoot-
suite 2019 Digital report, with more than three billion peo-
ple around the world active on social media every month, 
and nearly 90 percent of them consuming from their mobile 
devices, utilizing social media is an extremely valuable and 
important part of any business.

A Social Strategy
Establishing your company’s mission, vision and core values 
are essential in developing a social media strategy that ensures 

all efforts are aligned with your company culture. Part of defin-
ing your strategic vision for social media is to determine which 
channels are best suited for your business and what network-
ing platform your customers, partners, vendors and employees 
prefer and use with regularity. As with any initiative, you will 
want to establish defined objectives and measurable outcomes 
by channel to enhance effort and optimize return.

To employ a successful social media strategy, you will also 
need to develop detailed policies that will act as a guide for 
your future brand ambassadors. These policies will ensure your 
brand ambassadors have clear guidelines to empower them to 
be successful storytellers while promoting your brand. In order 
to become a brand ambassador, each team member will have to 
embrace your company’s vision to effectively share news, tips, 
trends, updates and any other company information worthy of 
dissemination.

The information shared by brand ambassadors should always 
accomplish at least one of these goals:
•  Help your target audience solve a problem or business chal-

lenge
•  Improve your target audience’s skill set or expand their 

knowledge 
•  Enhance your customer service 
•  Build a sense of community
Effective use of social media provides your team with the 
opportunity to showcase the dedication they have to custom-
ers, colleagues and the community. Additionally, it enables 
them to share your brand’s story while being thought leaders 
among their peers.

Every business in the equipment finance sector should be mak-
ing a concerted effort to build its social media network. And 
since it doesn’t require a large team or an extensive budget, you 
can get started immediately.

Build Brand Awareness
Whether you are producing rich content, using influencers or 
referrals, social media has proven to be an instrumental factor 

Unleash a Team of Brand 
Ambassadors Using Social Media
Social media platforms have become key business tools and equipment finance organizations  
should embrace them as an effective and important means to expand and enhance their 
business offerings.
By Jacklynn F. Manning

Jacklynn F. Manning
AMUR Equipment 
Finance
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your typical email, live chat or phone channels. Social media 
is a place for casual, friendly conversations, and your customer 
support interactions should reflect that, while maintaining a 
high level of professionalism. When customers see your com-
pany replying to their inquiries and comments, it helps build 
a positive image while demonstrating you’re a company that 
listens and truly cares.

Participation that Builds a Community
To effectively build a loyal and growing community, you must 
always demonstrate your core values, allowing a community to 
develop and engage around these values. When utilized cor-
rectly, and with a purpose, social media will help to build a 
community. You must immerse yourself in your community 
by connecting and engaging. Leverage your brand ambassa-
dors, your employees and the time your employees are spend-
ing on social media every day to help build a community.

Companies can now use social media to build unique cus-
tomer experiences and create engagement. You can take on a 
mentoring role — providing tools, techniques and strategies 
for your customers so they can better achieve their own goals, 
creating a win-win for all.

Lead Generation
Leads are the heart of most sales organizations as they help 
companies find prospects, increase revenue and achieve busi-
ness goals. Coming up with fresh ideas on how to further 
improve lead generation is crucial in staying ahead in today’s 
ever-changing business landscape. With over three billion 
users daily, social media presents an amazing opportunity as 
the largest directory of potential leads that exists today.

Recruiting
With the unemployment rate at its lowest in 50 years, compe-
tition is increasingly challenging for recruiting and retaining 
top talent. Social media has become an essential tool for iden-
tifying, recruiting and retaining ideal employees since it allows 
you to communicate with potential talent faster and more effi-
ciently than ever before. Candidates can respond immediately, 
which fosters a good relationship and can shorten the hiring 
time. Social media channels like LinkedIn allow you to engage 
in meaningful conversations by connecting with future talent, 
building a robust network with current employees, and inter-
acting with influencers and associations.

Social media platforms evolve and change quickly — con-
stantly releasing new features. Your social media strategy should 
also evolve in order to continually deliver valuable insights 
and knowledge for your customers, partners and employees. 
Remember to track what’s working, and what’s not, so you 
can adjust along the way. Join in today — learn, listen and be 
heard. The conversation happening on social media is proving 
to be the most powerful avenue for businesses to effectively 
connect with all stakeholders, but remember, nothing dulls a 
conversation more than silence. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Jacklynn F. Manning, CLFP, is 
Vice President of Marketing at AMUR Equipment Finance.

in creating brand awareness. Social media boosts your brand’s 
visibility by reaching a large audience at a fraction of the 
cost of traditional methods. The main benefit of using social 
media for brand awareness is that it allows your company to 
frequently be included in online conversations and be top-of-
mind during the decision-making process.

You have multiple opportunities to effectively build brand 
awareness using visual, video and interactive content built into 
social media platforms. Presenting your brand with video can 
make much more of an impact on your audience. The reason is 
simple: Video incorporates both sound and movement, result-
ing in better message retention. Simply put, you must be seen 
to be recognized, and to be recognized you must be remem-
bered. When stakeholders see and remember your company 
and its services, they will be more likely to ultimately become 
your customers, business partners or employees. No other tool 
works as effectively at garnering attention than that of social 
media platforms.

Thought Leadership
Knowledge is power, and content is still king. As a leader in 
your field, you know more about your business than anyone 
else and should be proud to share that knowledge. By using 
social media, some mistakenly believe they become vulnerable 
to further competition. Instead, what you are doing is com-
peting for visibility on a new infrastructure that is completely 
disrupting the way we communicate and receive information. 
Using social media to share your expertise will help separate 
you from the competition already visible on the platforms and 
may convince prospective customers, vendors or employees to 
engage in conversation with you.

Becoming a thought leader means positioning yourself or your 
company as an expert within the industry — the ultimate des-
tination for people to go when they want answers, ideas or 
analysis. Being a thought leader provides you with an opportu-
nity to share your views and help shape the conversation that is 
happening in the equipment finance space as well as industries 
served. Thought leadership can create more sustainable growth 
by providing direct access to a large customer base, and social 
media is an exceptional tool to help you achieve this goal.

Customer Satisfaction
Social media has successfully broken down barriers between 
companies and customers. Today, instead of calling customer 
care, people turn to live chat on a company’s website to instan-
taneously engage, or to Twitter to get their questions answered 
quickly. By listening in to the social conversations, you can 
position yourself as an industry leader and resource. Custom-
ers and vendors expect, and almost require, companies to pro-
vide support via social media, whether it's Twitter, Facebook 
or Instagram. If your customers and vendors spend time on 
a particular social media platform, your customer care team 
should be there too. But know your audience. It is import-
ant to fully understand the demographic and psychographic 
of your stakeholders in order to contribute meaningful and 
useful information.

Customer care should always reflect your brand voice. But 
on social media, your brand voice can be a bit different than 

National Equipment Finance Association



Businesses that are looking to sell more 
by offering equipment financing options 
to their customers often discover there 
is no shortage of options. Thousands 
of companies are providing solutions 
that help them vie for their share of 
this lucrative market. So, how do you 
ensure that your equipment financing 
company stands out from the sea of 
competitors? Every industry is different 
when it comes to business needs and 
customer demands, but there are essen-

tial elements to all successful vendor finance programs that 
are universal. By understanding their pain points, and exactly 
what vendors and their customers are looking for, you can bet-
ter position your company to gain a strategic edge. Below are 
some of the top features and services vendors (and their cus-
tomers) look for when partnering with equipment financing 
companies. Discover how yours stacks up.

Fast Credit Decisions and Simplified Documents
When business customers are in the market for equipment, it’s 
often because they need to replace something quickly to keep 
their business operating. Even though most are typically short 
on time, they’re also very savvy shoppers and won’t hesitate to 
check out multiple companies in one day until they find the 
best solution for their needs, timing and budget. Dealers that 
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offer easy, online financing applications with no tedious paper-
work and same-day approvals save their business customers the 
time and aggravation of shopping around and give themselves 
a way to increase their sales exponentially. So it is no surprise 
that financing companies that offer a fast, simple process rise 
to the top of the list.

Flexible Financing Options
When it comes to financing their equipment, not all busi-
nesses are looking for the same thing. Some are willing to make 
higher financing payments in exchange for shorter terms. 
Others prefer to defer their payments upfront and then spread 
them out over a longer period of time to free up their cash 
flow. And still others are looking for a short-term solution with 
the option of a Rent to Own (RTO) or Rent Purchase Option 
(RPO) at the end of the term. The most desired equipment 
financing companies offer their dealer partners with flexible 
terms and customized payment options that can be tailored to 
each customer’s unique needs. 

Financial Stability
Most people have heard of the saying: “Birds of a feather flock 
together.” This statement has even greater meaning when it 
comes to businesses. No matter how big or small, all businesses 
have worked hard to get where they are, and they understand 
that the reputation and professionalism of the financing com-
panies they partner with is a direct reflection of their business. 

Vendor Finance: What Vendors 
Really Want from a Financing 
Partner
Every industry is different when it comes to business needs and customer demands, but there 
are essential elements to all successful vendor finance programs.
By Mark Scardigli 

Mark Scardigli 
marlin capital 
solutions
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to create awareness and conversion. Offering ongoing support 
and resources can help sweeten the deal for any equipment 
dealer when choosing a financing partner.

Human Touch
In an age of phone and computer automation and digital 
bots providing customer service that used to be reserved for 
humans, vendors want to know that they can get in touch 
with a real person who understands their business—and their 
customers—when needed. As great as technology can be in 
many respects, it’s no substitute for dedicated account manag-
ers and other vendor representatives who can provide answers 
to specific questions and concerns in a way that an automated 
system just can’t do. This is a huge selling point for vendors 
and one of the main reasons why many of them tend to pre-
fer small or mid-sized lending companies that understand the 
importance of people and typically offer a more hands-on, 
human approach. 

An Eye on the Future
Vendors want to work with a finance company that not only 
keeps up with the changing dynamics of their own industry, 
but with the vendors industry as well. It’s one thing to success-
fully build a solid financing program in the vendor’s market, 
but maintaining it is equally important. Vendors expect their 
finance partners to understand their go-to-market strategy and 
help them adapt to changing market conditions. 

While there may be additional things that equipment vendors 
may look for in a financing partner, this list provides a good 
overview of the most important ones needed to remain com-
petitive and to help grow your business—as well as those of 
your partners. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Mark Scardigli is Chief Sales  
Officer of marlin capital solutions.

Most are not about to throw it all away by doing business with 
a company that will make them look bad in the eyes of their 
customers or prospects. That’s why vendors carefully research 
and consider their options before partnering with any com-
pany. The main things they look for in a financing partner 
are financial stability, industry experience, reputable accredita-
tions, and positive peer and customer reviews. Companies that 
check the boxes on all of these things have a better chance at 
winning the vendor’s trust—and their business. 

Advanced Tools and Resources
Simply offering equipment financing options to customers 
often isn’t enough for most businesses. While they are the 
experts in the equipment itself, many dealers have limited 
understanding about the financing aspect of it. Once the right 
partner and sales strategy are in place, the key to success is to 
fully integrate financing into the vendors’ sales process. To do 
this, they need to have the right tools to understand how it 
works internally, as well as a way to access answers for all of 
the questions customers ask externally. Vendors look for com-
panies that are more than just financing providers, but true 
partners. Things such as training on how to use financing as 
a sales tool and to capture repeat business, online vendor and 
customer portals, digital tax savings and payment calculators, 
and instant quoting tools go a long way. The right financing 
partner should be an extension of the vendors’ sales team and 
available to assist with everything from starting financing con-
versations to closing transactions. 

Marketing Resources
Many business customers don’t even realize that they are able 
to finance their equipment, let alone understand the benefits 
of financing or how the terms work. Unfortunately, neither do 
many sales professionals. The best financing partners will help 
educate both. In addition to internal training, co-branding 
marketing materials, such as direct mail, email campaigns, web 
content and downloadable materials, help to further integrate 
financing into the sales process—and allow equipment dealers 

National Equipment Finance Association

“By understanding their pain points, and exactly 
what vendors and their customers are looking 
for, you can better position your company to 
gain a strategic edge.”
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As in any relationship, be it personal or 
business, trust is a key factor between a 
finance company and its portfolio ser-
vicing provider. Building and retaining 
trust needs to be tended to; one needs to 
be mindful of the factors that will weigh 
into the level of trust.

The better people know each other the 
more likely a trustworthy relationship 
will be built. That means investing in 
building the relationship at all levels; 
from the C-level, to those working on 

the day-to-day, nuts-and-bolts work. There’s an investment in 
that; one in which we want to know our partner is in for the 
long haul.  

We need to make sure the relationship is mutually beneficial 
and that no one feels taken advantage of. At the very least, the 
service provider needs to make a reasonable profit, while the 
client needs to see an increased ability to focus time and energy 
on originating business, tending to funding matters and guid-
ing strategic direction; while trusting portfolio servicing to an 
outsourced provider. There are a lot of factors that will impact 
this trust.

Often, when thinking of portfolio servicing, we first draw 
attention to those nuts-and-bolts tasks. We think of the time-
liness and accuracy of billings, payment posting, cash process-

Joe Collins
Orion First Financial, 
LLC

It’s a Matter of Trust – 
Successfully Outsourcing Portfolio 
Management
When cultivated properly, trust between a portfolio servicer and finance company begins at the top 
and spreads itself throughout the organizations, leading to long-standing relationships.
By Joe Collins 

ing, collecting, reporting and more. We think of our reaction 
to problems; whether it be a mistake by the servicer or a prob-
lem that started with the finance company. Either way, the 
client trusts that the necessary resources will be available to 
overcome problems in a timely manner, and that they will be 
given equal attention as other clients when tending to a matter. 

The trust built between the client and provider gives us the 
ability to overcome difficult issues and keep mutual success the 
top priority. Transparency must be present so that if mistakes 
occur, problems can be identified early and not minimized. 
When there is an error, there should be the sense of urgency to 
resolve the issue as quickly as possible. This is where the early 
investment in relationship building pays off, because the client 
and provider know that they each will roll up their sleeves and 
work side-by-side towards a resolution. 

There needs to be collaboration between the finance company 
and the servicer when solving problems and considering how 
to move forward in a situation. For example, our collections 
area is prudent about spending money. So rather than running 
up expenses, we’ll look at the pros and cons of a particular 
solution, review the deal status together with our client and 
then recommend a course of action based on current collec-
tions efforts and likely outcomes. 

A portfolio servicer has a significant impact on the client’s 
relationships with its customers. They field customer service 
inquiries, handle complaints and make collection calls, all as a 



By understanding what goal they are trying to achieve, we can 
potentially point to a better solution than the initial request. 
To shed light on these solutions, portfolio servicers need to be 
adaptive to their clients. Each will have many differences and 
may require boutique services to meet their goals. That is a 
consultative partner in action.

Our clients trust that we will be highly skilled in portfolio ser-
vicing. They trust that we hire a knowledgeable staff, with sub-
ject matter expertise in portfolio management and an ability to 
deal with a variety of types of finance products. Additionally, 
continuing professional development demonstrates a commit-
ment to building and growing a skill set; several of our staff, 
for example, have taken the extra time and effort to earn their 
CLFPs. 

Portfolio performance is the bottom line and proper servicing 
not only affects how the servicer performs, but how the finance 
company is performing as well. For example, the finance com-
pany will be measured partly by its delinquency trends, so the 
servicer needs to manage portfolios effectively. Work must be 
done to avoid customers slipping into delinquency, and from 
rolling to 60 days and then 90 days late. When there is default, 
the servicer needs to be effective at managing the collections 
process to achieve the best recovery possible. 

So, is trust important in portfolio servicing? It’s essential. It 
is multifaceted in various aspects of the business at hand and 
with the people involved. When cultivated properly, it begins 
at the top and spreads itself throughout the organizations, 
leading to mutually beneficial, profitable and long-standing 
relationships.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Joe Collins is Senior Vice  
President, Business Development with Orion First Financial, 
LLC
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representative of the finance company. This requires trust that 
customers will be treated well, but professionally firm when 
necessary. When an account is past due, there needs to be 
empathy for a customer’s position in order to work with them 
to find a solution that benefits the customer and the finance 
company. Often times, the best result is to keep the equipment 
with the customer to help get them back on track and drive 
repeat business from the account. We all know that the best 
source of business is current customers, so the servicer’s perfor-
mance here is critical to nurturing the relationship.

How can finance companies be sure of positive performance 
when not sitting by the servicer’s side? A finance company 
should be able to have access to call notes through a client 
portal providing a view into the activity with its customers. 
Call recordings could be available providing the finance com-
pany an opportunity to listen in on customer calls. This kind 
of transparency creates trust with the ability to verify.

There must be trust in the security and integrity of a customer’s 
data. Finance companies require that servicers employ effective 
firewalls, monitor controlled user access to information and 
utilize data encryption to keep customer information confi-
dential. They also expect the numbers to be rock solid, and 
that information be accurate. Access to customer information 
and data will provide finance companies all the information 
they need to monitor servicing effectiveness. Again, transpar-
ency is key here. 

Finance companies must be able to trust that all third-party 
service providers have been adequately vetted and managed 
effectively. The portfolio servicer needs to consider how they 
were vetted, what factors were important and, at a minimum, 
replicate this vetting with its vendors. 

There is an old axiom about focusing too much on the trees 
making you lose sight of the forest. As good as the servicer is 
at fulfilling requests and resolving issues, they need to see the 
bigger picture. We can be anxious to please by doing exactly 
what a client is asking for; but there is more value in asking 
why the client is asking for it. 

National Equipment Finance Association
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By 2020, online experiences are expected 
to account for 15 percent or more of 
retail sales – more than double the num-
ber from only 2016. [1] In 2019, mobile 
e-commerce is expected to account for 
67 percent of digital sales. [2] By 2023, 
Forrester forecasts that B2B e-commerce 
will reach $1.8 trillion and account for 
17 percent of all B2B sales in the U.S. [3] 

Online experiences are not a fad; they are 
a revolution. How could we think that 
business lending wouldn’t follow?

Who is driving the revolution?
Ford ended the buggy industry. A Blockbuster card became a 
Netflix subscription. The Motorola v60 evolved into a Black-
berry and eventually an iPhone. As we experience one of the 
most impressive digital revolutions in the history of business, 
many banks have manila folders chock full of applicant paper-
work on their desks – emblematic of their inability to deploy 
technology fast enough to meet the needs of the market.

Meanwhile, Kabbage has funded over $7 billion to businesses. 
In only six years, BlueVine has funded nearly $2 billion. Ama-
zon, Square and PayPal are leveraging well-entrenched digital 
brands to expand into B2B lending. However, the industry dis-
ruptors are rarely the long-time industry stalwarts. 

“They’re leading by putting their money to work. They’re taking 
risks and chances...[FinTech firms] are the guiding light, show-
ing the art of the possible, and showing how this technology 
could be [a] harness to lower the cost of delivering financial 
profits,” said Bill Phelan, president of PayNet. [4]

 If a revolution has come, the best place to begin understanding the 
shift might be in asking why.

The Need for a Revolution
There is a clear funding gap. Loans extended to small businesses 
decreased by 42 percent since 2007, according to data recently 
published by the New York Federal Reserve. [5]

In the aftermath of the financial crisis, fintech lending discov-
ered fertile ground. As traditional lenders dramatically tightened 
credit policies and independent lenders that once dominated a 
significant segment of capital needs vanished in the wake of 
increasing regulation, a nearly unprecedented gap in the finance 
needs of businesses formed. Most noticeably small businesses 
were left out in the cold.

Fintech lenders were uniquely positioned to help. Their lending 
models targeted the SMB space, required zero to little collateral 
and possessed built-in repayment structures – a strategy radi-
cally different from the industry stalwarts. Furthermore, fintech 
lenders were welcoming of credits that traditional lenders almost 
universally rejected. As small businesses struggled to access capi-

In the aftermath of the financial crisis, fintech lending discovered fertile ground. Despite doubts 
about their long-term viability, fintech lending models are here to stay – and are expanding 
into new lending areas.
By Cory Damm 
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Furthermore, fintech credit models are less concerned than 
traditional lending with the underlying asset. As the equip-
ment finance business became increasingly picky regarding 
what kind of assets they preferred, fintech offers a more flexi-
ble alternative. They can finance the office furniture, the cus-
tomized construction trailer or even the water cooler. 

•  Fintech lending does not tie up bank activities: Right to 
offset? Cross-collateralization? For many business owners, 
the answer is a definitive “no thanks.” Where a more tradi-
tional lender may tie business and even personal activities 
together, fintech lending is able to move away from these 
issues entirely.

The Future of the Revolution
As with most seismic industry disruptions, the ones who once 
scoffed at the doomed-to-fail business models are now scram-
bling to build one of their own. PNC Bank has a partnership 
with a fintech lender. BB&T and SunTrust merged in part to 
find a way to compete with technology. Names like Goldman, 
TD, JP Morgan and Credit Suisse are increasingly investing in 
fintech-related capabilities. Even some old school equipment 
finance companies are following suit. The investment in new 
technologies, faster credit decisions, electronic documents and 
the like dominate the industry news arriving in your inbox. 

But the future involves more than taking a look around the next 
NEFA conference. The future involves reaching beyond the 
small business. As the balance sheets and capital partnerships of 
fintech have grown, lenders are increasing their funding capabil-
ities to include the multi-million-dollar opportunities of mid-
sized and large corporate companies. This move may be among 
the most disruptive of all. 

In a market where traditional lenders complain of commoditi-
zation and spread compression, fintech lenders are finding a way 
in with a differentiated solution for higher returns while offering 
superior customer experiences with astoundingly positive cus-
tomer retention. 

The graveyards of American business are full of fondly remem-
bered brands that would not evolve. For all those who are still 
holding on to the belief that fintech is a fad, it is time to close 
your flip phone and turn off your desktop PC. A revolution has 
come. 

Are you ready?

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Cory Damm is Vice President,  
Business Development & Marketing at TimePayment.

tal, fintech lenders became a natural choice with volumes grow-
ing exponentially in each of the ten years following the crisis. 

B2B Firms Have Been Slower to Experience the Revolution
Despite technology driving customer demand for more digi-
tal-first alternatives in most areas of commerce, B2B firms have 
generally been slower to evolve into online customer experiences. 
For years longtime industry sales leaders have said that their cus-
tomers rarely use digital experiences, and that many prefer the 
old “pen and paper” approach. For example, less than 50 percent 
of manufacturers currently have a website optimized for mobile. 
[6] Many B2B firms are relying on existing homegrown systems 
that support outdated processes and limited sales channels and 
are not delivering the sales experience B2B buyers expect.

But the changing demographics of corporate decision-mak-
ing and a consumer market increasingly hungry for technol-
ogy-driven capabilities are rapidly increasing the adoption 
of digital customer experiences. Forrester estimates that B2B 
e-commerce will top $1.1 trillion and account for 12.1 percent 
of all B2B sales in the U.S. by 2020 – a market potential nearly 
two times the size of B2C. [7] A powerful opportunity exists for 
those willing to embrace the revolution.

A Business Model Revolution 
A finance industry filled with overconfident participants, many 
of whom are essentially originating and underwriting the same 
way in 2019 as they were in 1989, has been predictably skeptical 
about change. Countless “experts” thought fintech lending was 
a fad or a remnant of an overly aggressive part of the cycle that 
was doomed to fail. Today fintech is standing strong because the 
industry missed a few very important facts:

•  Fintech lending is faster and simpler: Time is money. 
Traditional lending applications, credit approvals and doc-
umentation are far longer and more complicated. Fintech 
replaced those complications with instant approvals, and in 
the amount of time it took to make sure your banker received 
your paperwork, the fintech lender was sending funds.

•  Fintech lending helps a wider variety of credits: Fintech 
lenders and their artificial intelligence (AI) models, algo-
rithms and online web experiences can fund a wider range 
of credit backgrounds. Innovative structures allow fintech 
lenders better control over their exposure to risk. Companies 
and owners that have had some performance inconsistency 
and even the untested startup now have a place to go for fast, 
simple funding.

•  Fintech does not sweat the collateral: Fintech companies 
do not rely on the long collateral-driven underwriting of 
traditional lenders evaluating cash flows and credit history. 

1. https://www.statista.com/statistics/534123/e-commerce-share-of-retail-sales-worldwide/
2. https://www.oberlo.com/blog/ecommerce-statistics-guide-your-strategy
3. https://www.forrester.com/report/US+B2B+eCommerce+Will+Hit+18+Trillion+By+2023/-/E-RES136173#
4. https://www.pymnts.com/news/b2b-payments/2018/fintech-bank-small-business-lending-gap/
5 .https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/media/smallbusiness/mach.pdf
6. https://www.digitalcommerce360.com/2019/02/05/b2b-buyers-and-sellers-are-slow-to-go-mobile/
7. https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2016/09/12/predicting-the-future-of-b2b-e-commerce/#7bea489f1eb9
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INDUSTRY EVENTS CALENDAR

AMUR Equipment Finance  
• Name Badges 
• Networking Luncheon & Annual  
  Business Meeting
BancorpSouth Equipment Finance  
• Registration Packets 
• Printed Attendee List
Bryn Mawr Funding 
• Hotel Room Keys
Channel Partners Capital 
• Presidents' Reception 
ECS Financial Services, Inc. 
• Welcome Reception Drink Tickets
FirstLease, Inc. 
• Thursday Networking Breakfast
Great American Insurance  
• Conference Pocket Brochure 
IDS | Asset Finance Technology 
• Conference Mobile App  
• Hotel Room Gift-Drop 
• Conference Email Banner Ad

Lake Minnetonka 
Dinner & Networking 

Cruise
August 20, 2019

Al & Alma's - Wayzata 
Port

Lake Minnetonka, MN

Seattle Mariners Baseball 
& Networking Event

August 27, 2019
T-Mobile Park
Seattle, WA

Funding Symposium
October 2-4, 2019

JW Marriott Atlanta 
Buckhead

Atlanta, GA

2020 National 
Equipment Finance 

Summit
March 25-27, 2020
Hyatt Regency San 

Antonio RiverWalk Hotel
San Antonio, TX

2020 Funding 
Symposium

October 14-16, 2020
Loews Philadelphia Hotel

Philadelphia, PA

nefacts
2019 NEFA PARTNERS AS OF 6-19-19

HALL OF FAME PARTNERS
AMUR Equipment Finance
Channel Partners Capital
IDS | Asset Finance Technology
LTi Technology Solutions
Pawnee Leasing Corporation

LEGEND PARTNERS
ECS Financial Services, Inc.
Financial Pacific Leasing, Inc.
marlin capital solutions
NewLane Finance
Quality Leasing Co., Inc.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!

MVP PARTNERS
4 Hour Funding
Bryn Mawr Funding
FirstLease, Inc.
Great American Insurance
Navitas Credit Corp
North Mill Equipment Finance, LLC
Orion First Financial, LLC

ALL-STAR PARTNERS
BancorpSouth Equipment Finance
Dakota Financial, LLC
Orange Commercial Credit
Rapid Finance
RTR Services, Inc.

For Sponsorship / Exhibit 
opportunities, contact Kim King at 

kking@nefassociation.org

2019 FUNDING SYMPOSIUM 
EXHIBITORS AS OF 6-19-19

4 Hour Funding

AMUR Equipment Finance

Bryn Mawr Funding

Channel Partners Capital

CLFP Foundation

Dakota Financial, LLC

ECS Financial Services, Inc.

Equipment Finance Advisor

Financial Pacific Leasing, Inc.

FirstLease, Inc.

Great American Insurance

Hanmi Bank

IDS | Asset Finance Technology

LTi Technology Solutions

marlin capital solutions

Navitas Credit Corp

NewLane Finance

North Mill Equipment Finance, LLC

Orange Commercial Credit

Pawnee Leasing Corporation

Quality Leasing Co., Inc.

Rapid Finance

Amembal and Halladay 
• Service Provider
Blue Elephant Capital Management 
• Funding Source
East Harbor 
• Funding Source
Equipment LeaseCo 
• Broker/Lessor
Recovery Solutions, LLC 
• Service Provider
Sweet Leaf Capital 
• Broker/Lessor

LTi Technology Solutions  
• Conference Gift 
marlin capital solutions 
• Friday Networking Luncheon 
Navitas Credit Corp. 
• Refreshment/Ice Cream Break  
• Conference Email Banner Ad 
• Sponsored Prize Give-away
NewLane Finance 
• Mobile-Charging Station 
Orion First Financial, LLC 
• Afternoon Snack Bar 
Pawnee Leasing Corporation 
• Welcome Reception 
Quality Leasing Co., Inc. 
• Mobile-Photo Booth
RTR Services, Inc. 
• President's Reception Drink Tickets

2019 FUNDING SYMPOSIUM SPONSORS AS OF 6-19-19
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The Disposition of Equipment After 
Lease Default
Practical tips for equipment lessors and the “commercial reasonableness” of sale.
By Joshua A. Hasko, Esq.

The disposition of collateral after default is often a challenge 
for equipment lessors seeking to efficiently recover under a 
finance lease, while maintaining an enforceable deficiency 
against the lessee and any guarantor. As many lessors have 
experienced, the process of dealing with delinquent accounts 
and uncured defaults, often involves time consuming phone 
calls and personal meetings, site inspections, and default 
notices, just to name a few. Once the legal process is com-
menced, attorneys’ fees are incurred and lessors must nego-
tiate a voluntary surrender of the equipment or (more likely) 
seek a court order to obtain possession. During this time, the 
collateral may be declining in value and the re-sale market 
may be shrinking. Once the lessor is finally able to recover its 
collateral, there is an inclination to sell the equipment as fast 
as possible. But wait… must the sale be deemed “commer-
cially reasonable” to avoid subjecting the sale process, and any 
remaining deficiency, to challenge? 

Article 2A of the Uniform Commercial Code (“UCC”), 
which governs finance leases, [1] does not expressly impose a 
“commercial reasonableness” standard upon lessors seeking 
to dispose of collateral after default of a lease. Compare that 
to Article 9 of the UCC, which governs secured transactions, 
and requires that “[e]very aspect of a disposition of collateral, 
including the method, manner, time, place, and other terms, 
must be commercially reasonable. If commercially reasonable, 
a secured party may dispose of collateral by public or private 
proceedings, by one or more contracts, as a unit or in parcels, 
and at any time and place and on any terms”. UCC 9-610(b). 
Certain courts, however, have imposed the Article 9 require-
ment of “commercial reasonableness” into the disposition of 
collateral after default of an Article 2A lease transaction and 
equipment lessors should take heed.

For example, in Lyon Financial Ser-
vices, Inc. d/b/a USBancorp Business 
Equipment Finance Group v. Oxford 
Maxillofacial Surgery, Inc., and Scott 
D. Whitaker, United States District 
Court, District of Minnesota, 2009 
U.S. Dist. Lexis 61347, the lessee and 
guarantor challenged the sale of collat-
eral after default of an Article 2A finance 
lease by claiming that the lessor failed to 
mitigate its damages. [2] While finding 
that the lease was properly categorized 
as a “finance lease”, the Lyon Fin. court 
also noted that “Under Minnesota law, the injured party upon 
a breach of contract has the duty to use reasonable diligence in 
mitigating damages.” Lyon Fin. at *12. The Court went on to 
state that “[w]hile the Uniform Commercial Code’s concept 
of ‘commercial reasonableness’ is not directly applicable in this 
case, Minnesota courts find it helpful in determining mitiga-
tion of damages issues when lease property is repossessed and 
resold.” Id. [3] The Court turned to UCC 9-610 noted above, 
and imposed the standard that: “every aspect of the disposi-
tion … including the method, manner, time, place and other 
terms, must be commercially reasonable.” In another Lyon 
Financial case, arising in the Northern District of Illinois, East-
ern Division, Lyon Financial Services, Inc., d/b/a US Ban-
corp Business Equipment Finance Group, et al. v. Jude’s 
Medical Center, Ltd. d/b/a Laser & Cosmetic Dermatology 
S.C. and Jawdat Abboud, 2011 U.S. Dist. 139173, the court 
recognized that UCC Article 9 “is not directly applicable”, yet 
still applied the concept of an Article 9 “commercial reason-
ableness” standard to determine whether a lessor sufficiently 
mitigated its damages. 

LEGAL
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LEGAL

In order to comply with UCC Article 9 (even if the transaction 
appears to fall under Article 2A), a lessor must first give notice. 
Notice is governed by UCC 9-611, and for commercial goods, 
requires notice of disposition before the sale be sent to the (1) 
debtor; (2) any secondary obligor; (3) and other person with 
a claimed interest or a lien in the collateral. UCC 9-611(1)-
(3.) [4] The notice must describe the debtor (lessee) and the 
secured party (lessor); the collateral; the method of intended 
disposition; and inform the debtor (lessee) that it is entitled to 
an accounting. UCC 9-613. If a public sale, the notice must 
also include the time and place of disposition. Id. If a private 
sale, the notice can state a date after which the collateral will be 
sold. Id. Notice should be sent at least 10 days before disposi-
tion. UCC 9-612. In Lyon Fin. v. Oxford, the lessor wrote les-
see stating that the collateral would be sold at a private sale and 
asked lessee to notify if it knew of interested buyers that might 
help in maximizing the price. The lessee did not respond. Id. at 
*13. [5] However despite these efforts, the court still found that 
Lyon had not provided sufficient evidence to establish “com-
mercial reasonable as a matter of law.” Lyon Fin. v. Oxford at 
*13. Thus, even with notice, the lessor must take steps ensure 
that the sale itself will be deemed commercially reasonable. 
Moreover, under Article 9 the failure to establish commercial 
reasonableness may even expose the secured party to liability 
or damages, or reduction or elimination of deficiency against 
debtor and/or any secondary obligor. UCC 9-625; 9-626. 

Generally, commercial reasonableness is a question of fact and 
the burden is on the non-breaching party to demonstrate the 
reasonable mitigation of damages. Lyon Fin. v. Oxford at *12; 
Lyon Fin. v. Jude’s at *13. The UCC provides guidance. UCC 
9-627(b) provides that a “disposition of collateral is made in a 
commercially reasonable manner if the disposition is made: (1) 
in the usual manner on any recognized market; (2) at the price 
current in any recognized market at the time of disposition; 
or (3) otherwise in conformity with reasonable commercial 
practices among dealers in the type of property that was the 
subject of the disposition.” UCC 9-627(b). But what happens 
when, despite notice and compliance with this standard, the 
lessee still argues that the lessor received too low a price? UCC 
9-627(a) provides, “the fact that a greater amount could have 
been obtained by a collection, enforcement, disposition, or 
acceptance at a different time or in a different manner … is not 
of itself sufficient to preclude the secured party from arguing 
that [its manner and method] was commercially reasonable.” 
However, the official comment to UCC 9-627(2) states, “[w]
hile not itself sufficient to establish a violation of this Part, a 
low price suggests that a court should scrutinize carefully all 
aspects of a disposition to ensure that each aspect was com-

mercially reasonable.” Indeed, this concept of close scrutiny 
was applied in both Lyon Fin. cases to determine whether the 
lessor had breached its obligation to minimize damages, and 
sell in a “commercially reasonable manner”. In Lyon Fin. v. 
Oxford, the court found that despite notice and despite fol-
lowing its usual resale practices, because the equipment sold 
at 6% of its original value when two websites offered similar 
equipment for a higher price, the lessor failed to establish the 
connection with the current market price and denied sum-
mary judgment on damages. Lyon Fin. v. Oxford at *14.

Given all the foregoing, what can a lessor do to increase the 
likelihood that the disposition of collateral under UCC Article 
2A will be upheld? First, treat the disposition under Article 
9 and follow the above process to demonstrate “commercial 
reasonableness” of sale. Second, consider providing the lessee 
all pre-sale information and obtaining the lessee’s prior written 
consent and release of objection to the commercial reasonable-
ness of the method, manner, and price of sale. [This is partic-
ularly attractive when the lessee and the lessor are cooperating 
to maximize the recovery and limit the expenses of sale and 
attorneys’ fees]. Finally, although not required, UCC 6-627(c) 
allows a secured party to seek judicial (or creditor’s commit-
tee in bankruptcy) approval of the manner, method, and price 
of the disposition. A lessor in an Article 2A disposition can, 
likewise, seek judicial approval of sale, and submit evidence of 
its mitigation efforts, including the notice, advertisement, and 
promotion of the sale, together with the recognized market. If 
available, an expert opinion as to the conformity with reason-
able commercial practices and market price can be submitted. 
In short, when the lessor has reason to know that the sale may 
be challenged (or the offer price is low), seeking a court order is 
the safest way to ensure that the sale is deemed “commercially 
reasonable”. [6]

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Joshua A. Hasko is a shareholder 
with Messerli & Kramer, P.A
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1. Factors for determining whether a transaction is a finance lease or a 
secured transaction can be found in UCC 1-203 and state specific case 
law, and are not specifically addressed herein.

2. Defendants asserted two affirmative defenses: estoppel and failure to 
mitigate damages. On the estoppel defense, the court affirmed summary 
judgment based upon defendants’ failure to establish that the vendor’s 
representatives were agents of the lessor. Lyon Fin. at *8-11.

3. Citing in part, Duetz-Allis Credit Corp. v. Jensen, 458 N.W.2d 163, 
166 (Minn. Ct. App. 1990).

4. UCC 9-611 contains certain exceptions and requirements for perish-
able and consumer goods.

5. In Lyon Fin. v. Jude at *14, the court also found that reasonable notice 
was provided.

6. This article is for informational purposes and does not constitute an 
attorney-client relationship or legal advice. Contact an attorney regard-
ing legal rights.
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Optimal Enterprise Value = Luck
Bob Rinaldi explains that achieving optimal enterprise value is a result of preparation, 
timing and luck.
By Bob Rinaldi

Did I get your attention? Try this for a technical explanation 
for that statement. The philosopher Seneca is known for one 
of his theories that “Luck is when preparation meets oppor-
tunity.” The mathematical transitive property states that “if 
A=B and B=C then A=C.” So, if optimal enterprise value is a 
result of preparation and opportunity coming together, then 
optimal enterprise value=Luck. Make sense?

In essence, achieving the optimal enterprise value is all about 
preparation; and timing will dictate “luck.” What is prepara-
tion, though?

The first thing is for every independent lessor/broker to clearly 
and objectively identify what they are, what their value propo-
sition is and to whom it is of value. The value proposition has 
to be thought of in terms of your customers who find your 
product(s) or service(s) of value as well as potential buyers 
who are willing to pay a premium to acquire this very scarce 
resource called value. Keep in mind: Buyers are buying the 
opportunity to grow or scale your business if they provide the 
capital for growth, a relatively limited resource for indepen-
dents. Here is a fallacy that I have heard often, I have even 
said it myself as an independent in the past: “If we had more 
capital we could go after better credit deals that we cannot 
compete with today.” What is wrong with this assumption 
if you are trying to get the optimal enterprise value for your 
business? I hope this is a rhetorical question; if not, stop read-
ing and save yourself some time.

Are you still reading? OK, then I will 
assume we are on the same page so far. 
Let’s now talk about timing. This is a 
two-part topic. Timing has to do with 
knowing your (the principals’) timing of 
a potential exit. Most every sale involv-
ing a premium price will have an earn-
out component. That is, how long the 
buyer requires the principal(s) or key 
employees to stay in the game during 
which time a portion of the premium 
is to be paid out providing x, y and z. 
The standard earn-out period tends to 
be three years but it could be longer. So, 
if you want to work as hard as you are 
today for another five years, providing no health issues crop 
up, you have two years to prepare. Make sense? The other part 
of timing is the timing of the market. Case in point, if you 
were planning on exiting in 2001 or 2008, bad freaking tim-
ing! If you were preparing to exit in 2019, you have excellent 
freaking timing! What about 2020, 2021 or 2024? Your guess 
is as good as mine. That, you cannot control. All you can con-
trol is the preparation.

Assuming you have a solid business that is scalable with unfet-
tered access to less expensive capital (a bank’s cost of funds), 
then the rest of this piece will focus on the preparation and 
what that entails. Preparing for an exit these days more than 
likely means being acquired by a bank or bank-owned leasing 
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“The sale proceeds are a significant part of your 
wealth and future retirement. Preparation is a 
necessity, not a luxury!”
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group. With that in mind, you have to put yourself in the 
shoes of the acquirer. 

Banks are operated by people just like you and me. It is the 
people at the bank that have to deal with the day-to-day pres-
sures of growth while navigating the even greater demands 
of their risk and regulatory departments. Here is one thing 
to always keep in mind when working with these hardwork-
ing people. Nobody ever lost their job for saying “NO” to a 
deal that entailed some form of risk. Yup, you can find risk in 
any and every deal. So, your job and that of your investment 
banker is to make it easier to say “YES.” How? Here are some 
top categories to consider, but by no means do they encompass 
everything:

1) Data: 
The more data you have about your business, the better. It 
should be data about every piece of your business. You should 
have historical data that shows the progressions over time. For 
example:

a.) All credit-related data (approval, decline, book to appli-
cations and book to approvals);
b.) Stratification of your credit risk (probability of default) 
for the portfolio, especially historical data reaching back at 
least five years or longer is optimal. It’s even better if you can 
provide data about the roll rates of your portfolio, that is 
how the credit scores (probabilities of default) in your port-
folio have migrated over time (e.g. PayNet’s Absolute PD 
and CECL modules);
c.) Delinquency data sliced and diced every possible way;
d.) Charge-off data compared with provisions taken (com-
parative);
e.) Customer concentration analysis; and
f.) Yield and spread analysis.

2) Financials:

a.) Audited or reviewed financials over a historically long 
period;
b.) Historical look at key metrics and ratios from the finan-
cials statements and operations.

3) Policies: Have well-documented policies that you actually 
use and track exceptions. Just having a credit policy some-
where in your files is not it! Every so often, you need to test 
your files with your credit policy to confirm you are actually 
following them.
4) Systems: List of all the systems you utilize. That is the easy 
part. Here are a few things you should have:

a.) For the purposes of due diligence and counter-party 

risk assessment, you will need the names of your suppliers 
and their financial information (if they are not Microsoft 
or Salesforce.com);
b.) What security levels do these suppliers utilize, e.g. 
SOC I Type 2 certification;
c.) What internal security do you have in place;
d.) Secure data transmission methods used. By that I 
mean the way you send data files out that have sensitive 
personal information (fax and or standard Outlook email 
of application data is NOT it).

These are just a few of the things you want to have available. 
Charts are an absolute necessity in addition to the data tables. 
The more data, the better. The more charts you have, the bet-
ter. Why do all this? There are two reasons. The most import-
ant reason is you should be doing this to run your business 
properly. Keeping this data up to date and reviewing the data 
monthly, or at least quarterly, helps you, the principal, and 
your managers, to understand their business in order to help 
you make better decisions about your business. Think about 
it, how can you know where and when to take advantage of 
growth opportunities unless you understand how and where 
you are making the best use of your current capital. The sec-
ond reason has to do with what I said above about the bank’s 
employees and their motivations/fears. If you do all the work 
in advance by having and updating this kind of presentation 
and business data, you make the bankers’ job a lot easier and 
less risky. You also become more “buttoned down” in the pro-
cess. 

What does all this have to do with optimal enterprise value. 
Simple, when a potential acquirer (bank) is looking into your 
business, everything they find that will be an issue for them 
getting you through all the traps at the bank before and after 
the acquisition, will be cause for a discount in the price they 
might pay for your business. The more they have to fix and 
or invest post-acquisition will come from somewhere. Get it? 
The more fixes they perceive, the more risk they feel. The fact 
is these people will have to weigh how miserable this project is 
going to make their lives in the future or if they want to stake 
their jobs on it.

Now, you are probably saying to yourself, “so I need to have 
all this when I start looking for a possible exit.” Yeah, No! Start 
doing this now and work backward to make sure you have the 
historical information as well as the current information. The 
sale proceeds are a significant part of your wealth and future 
retirement. Preparation is a necessity, not a luxury! 

So now, using the transitive property mentioned in the open-
ing paragraph, we can change the title of this piece by substi-
tuting the word “Luck” with its equal:

Optimal Enterprise Value=Preparation

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Bob Rinaldi is President of 
Bob Rinaldi, LLC — www.bobrinaldi.com 
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Thinking Outside, Inside and About 
the Box

Whenever I walk into my son’s garage, I see a mountain of 
empty boxes that contained merchandise purchased online 
from Amazon, Costco, Walmart, Fresh Direct, etc. I pull the 
pocketknife out of my pocket, cut it all up and bring it to 
recycling. Does anyone reading this have a similar experience? 
I bet yes.

I have been in the equipment finance industry and remem-
ber when box-making machinery was an asset that was hugely 
in demand and highly financeable. And then it seemed to go 
away, along with the mills that produced that cardboard and 
the companies that fashioned them into boxes.

And then along came the online shopping revolution. Now 
when you walk through most malls, especially during a week-
day — as I did recently when I took my granddaughter to 
Cheesecake Factory for lunch — you may find that the stores’ 
employees outnumber the customers. Think about Macy’s and 
Sears and other big-name retailers. Many are out of business 
and more are struggling. And with that, mall values are at all-
time lows.

The Federal Reserve indicators for its economic forecast 
include the “cardboard box index” to predict the business 

cycle. Since the year 2000, domestic 
cardboard box production dropped 
steadily through 2009, with a slight 
blip up 2008 to 2009 when it hit bot-
tom. Since then there has been a steady 
increase in production. In 2017, 53 per-
cent of the total corrugated production 
market came from Asia. In the U.S. in 
2016, 4.9 million tons of paperboard 
were shipped. After losing jobs every 
year since 2012, more than 1,000 jobs 
were added in 2016, bringing the total 
to 40,400 — only the second time in 
the past decade that the workforce reached above 40,000. It is 
predicted that U.S. carton shipments will continue to increase 
annually through 2021; and worldwide demand will increase 
4 percent through 2022. With an oversupply of cardboard in 
China, U.S. prices are being pushed down but encouraging 
purchasers to buy domestically.

A New York Times front page article in the Sunday Business 
section on March 24, 2019 told about a 128-year-old paper-
board manufacturer in Wisconsin closing down in 2017, 
putting many locals out of work. An unusual event occurred, 
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After decades of decline and stagnancy, the cardboard box industry has made a remarkable 
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“With the new online economy, investors and 
entrepreneurs are going to be moving back into this 
field and there should be significant opportunities to 
get back into this business which has been stagnant 
for decades.”
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though. The mill re-opened, changing from white paper 
production to brown paper, used in cardboard production. 
Instead of liquidating, the new owners agreed to try to start it 
up again, and they did later in 2017. Until last year, much used 
cardboard was shipped to China to be recycled into new card-
board. In January 2018, China stopped accepting most card-
board imports. To the American paper companies the decision 
in China was a boon. The cost of recycled cardboard is now 
down 70 percent from last year.

Over my career I have financed more than $25 million in 
cardboard box-making, die-cutting and printing machin-
ery. Die-cutting machinery will cut cardboard according to a 
design that facilitates the folding and notching of the card-
board for resealing boxes after opening, and making interior 
box structures with differing compartments and panels.

The papermaking market in the U.S. has seen major consoli-
dations as producers have moved overseas or bought up their 

competitors. With the new online economy, investors and 
entrepreneurs are going to be moving back into this field and 
there should be significant opportunities to get back into a 
business which has been stagnant for decades. 

Major equipment manufacturers and distributors include 
Zemat Technology, Rite-Size machinery, BXMKR, BCS Boxer, 
Packaging Sales and Consulting, T-ROC Equipment, Bernal, 
Ttarp, CMS, Savage Hydraulic, Hildebrand Machinery, Dar-
tonics and Entwistle. A search of the Internet will find many 
others that could be called on to discuss finance programs for 
their equipment.

This could become a major opportunity for the right sales-ori-
ented group to learn the industry and seek out this market-
place. Good luck to all who attempt it.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Steve Geller, CLFP, is owner of  
Leasing Solutions LLC.
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Note: Rank excludes banks with high non-loan asset concentrations: Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, BONY, State Street, Charles Schwab. Ranks as 
of 12/31/18. Based upon total gross loans and total aggregated domestic deposits for bank holding company. Sources: SNL, FDIC, company reports. 
Subject to credit approval. Additional terms and conditions apply. Products and services off ered by Capital One, N.A., Member FDIC. © 2019 Capital One.
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